
Hello Pathfinder and Adventurer Director/Staff;  

We are very excited to continue with the vision of publically promoting Club Ministries in FL Conference 
as we seek for innovative ways to fulfill our MISSION: to Train, Equip, and Deploy an army of young 
people. 

 It is called, Show Your Colors Challenge! (SYCC) 

The idea is to challenge all Pathfinders and Adventurers (kids and adults) across the state to wear their 
scarf as a way to “Show Their Colors.”  

When we think about what this could do to spark conversations and make people curious … we get 
excited! Don’t you? 

Imagine kids in school seeing other kids wearing a Pathfinder or Adventurer scarf and identifying them 
as a Pathfinder/Adventurer for the first time!  

Imagine adults wearing their scarf to work and seeing other adults wearing theirs! Imagine the 
conversations that could be started as they see and understand what you do in these ministries!  

March 10-16, 2024 – for one week – we are challenging all Pathfinders and Adventurers to wear their 
scarf everywhere they go!  

Going to school/office … wear the scarf!  Going to the gym/park … wear the scarf!  

Going to put gas/buy groceries … wear the scarf! Everywhere you go, for one week, wear your scarf! 
That’s the challenge! Will you take it?  

And if you want to get creative and wear it around your head, arm, leg … as long as you wear it in a 
respectful way, for this week only, we are saying … DO IT! You have official permission, for this week 
only.  

Show Your Colors! Let others know that you are a Pathfinder or Adventurer!  

And … for the Club Director that sees the potential this challenge has … we encourage you to create 
some kind of event to invite kids to attend once the week is over. You might want to plan a social day 
(picnic, games in the gym/park, a special afternoon at the church, maybe your church already has 
something in the calendar like an International Day).  

Help your kids have an “excuse” or “reason” to invite their friends to something. Ask for ideas from the 
kids themselves! The purpose is to help connect the curiosity that is raised from seeing the scarf and 
talking about what it means to be a Pathfinder/Adventurer with your friends and then invite to come 
check it out.  

We are praying for this week and for the thousands of Pathfinders and Adventurers to take this Show 
Your Colors Challenge, March 10-16, 2024!  

Pedro Perez and the Florida Conference Pathfinder/Adventurer Department 


